October 20, 2020 Meeting Minutes:
Please share with constituent groups and other interested parties

I. Members were welcomed to the 2020-21 LSAC year and thanked in advance for their service across the coming year. While “meeting” will be held remotely and asynchronously, the group’s inability to meet in person should neither diminish the value of member participation and feedback, nor what each member will get out of their participation.

II. **Required Activity 1:** Members were asked to view introductions and welcome messages from LSAC’s Library employee representatives on the [Meet the Library Staff tab here](#).

III. Members were asked to send any questions, feedback, or comments about the Library from other students or student councils to Kymberly Goodson at any time at lsac@ucsd.edu.

IV. **Required Activity 2:** Members were asked to review the Library’s regularly-updated [COVID Services webpage](#) to become familiar with the Library’s current service offerings, and to share this website with their constituent groups, classmates, and other interested parties.

V. **Required Activity 3:** Members were asked to read and “sign off” on a document providing background on the Council and outlining the responsibilities of student members of the Council.

VI. **Required Activity 4:** Members were asked to complete a personal ‘profile’ to help LSAC members get to know each other, since the group isn’t currently able to meet in person.

VII. **Required Activity 5:** 21 members completed a brief survey to provide feedback on the first thing that comes to mind when they think of the UC San Diego Library. Members, both old and new, had a lot to say about our iconic library. Survey results are available [here](#) for LSAC members and will be available [here](#) within 1 week for non-LSAC members.

VIII. **Required Activity 6:** 20 members completed a brief survey to provide feedback on Library services, including the new BLB study space. Members learned about Library services/resources available to them currently and shared what they miss the most about Geisel Library. Survey results can be found [here](#) for LSAC members and will be available [here](#) within 1 week for non-LSAC members.

IX. **Required Activity 7:** 20 members completed a lengthy survey to provide feedback on the Library’s new [Ask Us](#) webpage, which offers FAQs, links to subject and course guides, access to research assistance options from the library, and more. See the results of this hands-on introduction to Library
research skills. Survey results can be found here for LSAC members and will be available here within 1 week for non-LSAC members.

X. Library news

- Learn about remote and on-campus Library services during the COVID-19 crisis, including Library hours, curbside pickup, scanning, e-reserves, and the BLB student Study Space.
- BLB Study Space will be closed on Veterans Day (November 11); study space open noon to 4pm on the day before Thanksgiving break (Wednesday, November 25); the Library is still deciding about Fall finals week hours for the space.
- Use the campus VPN to access Library materials, including course reserves; be sure to choose “2-Step Secured – Allthruucsd” from the group drop-down menu while authenticating; learn more about connecting from Off-Campus.
- Consult the Library Guide for Getting Started with Research or the course-specific Library Guides.
- Search Library Guides by subject to connect to databases and other resources.
- See if your instructor has placed any materials on electronic reserve.
- Contact the Library by phone, email, or chat for general or research assistance.
- Schedule a consultation with your subject librarian for personal assistance with your research.
- Over the summer, the Library hired a new Chief Administrative Officer and Associate University Librarian for Scholarly Resources & Tools; recruitment is currently underway for a new Associate University Librarian for Learning & User Experience, which among other responsibilities, will oversee LSAC.
- We are currently celebrating the 50th anniversary of Geisel Library; learn more and join the celebration here.
- See the campus COVID-19 page.

XI. Next remote and asynchronous LSAC “meeting” is November 17, 2020; the agenda and assignments will be distributed on that date.
1. What is the first thing that comes to mind when you think of the UC San Diego Library?

- A plethora of books, studying space, spending way too much time there in a single day due to putting off assignments for too long and then finally completing them the day that an assignment is due.
- Studying
- The first thing that comes to mind to me when I think of the UC San Diego Library is the grand architecture that encompasses all of the helpful resources and study spaces that help our students, faculty, and community thrive.
- I think about all the facilities and resources that the UCSD library has, like TLC, the Writing Hub, study rooms, etc.
- The absolute best place to study on campus
- Silent study spaces!
- Study spaces and resources.
- The Geisel library building shape, or the comfortable spaces inside each floor
- The glass windows that overlook campus.
- When I think about the UC San Diego Library I think about how fascinating it is because of its rare architecture and how it gets quieter as you move up floors.
- Dr. Seuss!
- I think of it (or more like remember it as) a place to chill in-between classes and study!
- A place to get my work done with or without discussion.
- A place to study.
- The unique architecture, studying at odd hours to get assignments done
- The mirrored windows
- Its unique and iconic structure and shape.
- A good place to study
- The overnight study commons for in a quiet space
- Reliable study space
- death (by studying)

2. In question 1, are you referring to Geisel Library, the Biomedical Library Building (BLB), or the Library more generally?

- Geisel Library 80.95% 17
- Biomedical Library Building 0.00% 0
- The Library in general 19.05% 4

3. If you are a freshman unfamiliar with the UC San Diego Library, please share something you appreciated about a previous public or high school library you've used.

- Something I always appreciate in libraries are the sitting spaces created around the books. The more comfortable and welcoming the environment in the library is, the more I will spend time there.
- With my high school library, I appreciated having a welcoming and productive environment for studying, and I appreciated the help of kind and knowledgeable librarians in finding wonderful materials for both research projects and recreational reading!
- I used to go to Qingdao's public library for self-study or group study because when I studied there, I could easily and conveniently locate the resource needed for my study. One thing for this library I would like to point out is that each floor is designated with a particular group of readers based on their purposes like the 1st floor for general browsing, 2nd floor for introductory browsing, 3rd floor for intermediate browsing, 4th floor for advanced browsing, and 5th floor for expert/research browsing.
- I'm not a freshman, but I love how my city's library has a seed bank service!
- Cool fiction books
1. The Library currently offers a number of services to support students during this era of remote and limited in-person/on-campus learning. Please click on each link below to learn about our COVID-era services, and then select the three resources you are most likely to use in Fall term.

- Curbside Pickup of Library materials, including eligible Tech Lending items 6.67% 4
- Scanning of UC San Diego-owned library materials 3.33% 2
- General and research assistance by phone, email, or chat 11.67% 7
- Virtual De-Stress Activities 18.33% 11
- Electronic Course Reserves 13.33% 8
- Virtual Library Study Rooms 13.33% 8
- Virtual Library Tour 3.33% 2
- Virtual Consultations with Subject Specialist Librarians 10.00% 6
- Interlibrary Loan 5.00% 3
- BLB Student Study Hall 8.33% 5
- Circuit 6.67% 4

2. Share two ways in which the Library can support you during this unprecedented time of remote and limited in-person/on-campus learning?

- The library is doing a great job of continuing to be a place of student gathering during this time where actual gatherings are rather frowned upon. Provide online services for students away from UCSD.
- I think the best way to help our students is to continue to offer as many 'normal' resources as possible (tech lending, scanning services, curbside pickup, etc.), in addition to continuing to hold events the library normally holds/possible new events (i.e. Dr. Seuss’ Birthday Celebration, Geisel's 50th Birthday Celebration). I believe this helps create a more 'normal' environment in the sense that our students will not have to stress about having access to resources while also having events to look forward to!
- I think the library is doing a great job of helping students during COVID. When I had to use the library for my online class last quarter, I was able to get in contact with a librarian who helped me find research articles. Having staff who can readily help students use library resources is one of the best things to help students during online learning.
- I suggest that the library should at least consider partially reopening and allow students to study in Geisel at limited capacity. I believe that this can be done as long as social distancing rules are enforced. The library environment encourages productivity that I cannot achieve by studying in my bedroom and I ask that a plan to reopen at partial capacity is at least considered.
- Given that it is safe to do so, I would really love to physically be back in the Library with social distancing and sanitization. I would also love for resources like textbooks (i.e. course reserves) to be made available for online use.
- Offering consistent support through Subject Librarians and the 24/7 chat.
- Activities or having study sessions are good ways to keep in touch with the students remotely
- I think the library can help by having easy access to materials like books or articles for research purposes for my courses.
- The Library can best support me by having remote and safe options to interact with the library, which the library already offers. :) The De-stress activities are really cool and it's nice to know that there are remote options.
- I feel like the library is already doing its best during these times. I feel like some people want to use the resources offered but don't want to search it up. Maybe including the current services in more social media posts.
- Making it easy to find resources and ask questions online is great!
- I think the library could either recommend really nice self-help books or recommend cool stories to read that would take our mind off of school.
- Open Gesiel Library
• Offering support and assistance online
• Make efforts to publicize an email newsletter/add to existing email newsletter to promote resources on the website!
• Make it very easy to request documents to be scanned and uploaded online, since so many of us are working away from San Diego
• Provide a quiet, safe, distraction-free environment for self-study and also the print service.
• Encouraging more teachers to use the electronic course reserves (it seems a lot of teachers are not using it and it can affect students who might not have access to those books).
• Maybe provide resources for free downloadable textbooks if possible or resources for reduced priced textbooks.

3. Describe two characteristics or offerings you miss about Geisel Library. (Skip this question if you have not yet visited or used Geisel Library.)

• I miss the atmosphere. I miss meeting up with a group from class to focus on the same topic, or with friends all focused on different topics and pretending we were getting any work done while really just talking and distracting each other. I also miss checking out books and constantly being shocked by how old (but still useful and in good condition) some of the books were.
• I miss going to the group study rooms and being able to study late at night.
• Two things I miss the most about Geisel is simply walking around and seeing all the art displays/puzzles (mainly on the second floor), in addition to also missing the Digital Media Lab (I haven’t had the chance to use it before, but I liked seeing all the cool projects going on in there, and I really would like to use it sometime for 3D printing).
• I miss using the Teaching and Learning Commons to get in-person help in my classes. I also miss going to the 8th floor and having a quiet place to study.
• I miss the option of being able to be in an environment that encourages productivity (not my bedroom). I miss the option of being able to reserve a study room.
• 1. 8th floor study space!! 2. Being able to grab Audrey's right before entering a study session
• Everything! But if I had to choose, I would pick Audrey's and individual study tables.
• 1. the quiet study space, the students that are all focused on their work 2. the puzzle/other de-stressing activity on the second floor
• I miss the de-stress activities like the community puzzles and the overall ambience of the 2nd floor of the library (because I prefer to hear people around me talking).
• Printing - space to just study together
• I miss the collaborative puzzles and borrowing books in person (the physical feel of a book is different from a e-book).
• Place to use computers/print papers. The views it provided at the top floors.
• Two characteristics are the study rooms and huge white boards.
• Personally I miss having access to Adobe Creative Cloud from Geisel
• I miss being able to go there late at night and study quietly. I also miss the white boards
• Study-room feature, the Teaching Learning Commons, and the cubicle.
• The ability to study with other students(either in the presence or absence of noise), Use of computers in the library (it has all the software downloaded which is great)
• The quiet study space it provides, digital media lab

4. Once we return to some degree of normalcy you will have access to many in person Library resources. Please identify three resources you are most likely to use once the Library is reopened.

• Consultation Spaces 0.00% 0
• Tech Lending 4.76% 3
• Physical Course Reserves 11.11% 7
• In-person Library Tours 1.59% 1
• Overnight Study Space 20.63% 13
• Group Study Rooms 25.40% 16
• In-person De-Stress Activities 7.94% 5
• Silent Study Areas 15.87% 10
• Printing / Scanning Services 11.11% 7
• In-person Consultations with Subject Librarians 1.59% 1
Go to the Ask Us page at https://library.ucsd.edu/ask. Choose a topic and search the FAQs for it using the main search bar on the Ask Us page.

1. What search term, phrase, or topic did you use?
   - VPN
   - return
   - 3d printing
   - study rooms
   - access databases
   - "where can I print things"
   - "database"
   - What tech is available?
   - Research tips
   - tech lend
   - Library Card
   - Where can I print besides the library?
   - Digital resources
   - "remote"
   - Can I visit the Gesiel Library?
   - Borrow
   - print
   - print, borrow, vpn, resource
   - Lending
   - How can I check out a book

2. Did you find something useful and relevant to your search?
   - Yes 55% 11
   - No 15% 3
   - Sort of 30% 6

3. Offer comments on the search functionality for the FAQs on the Ask Us page.
   - I would suggest adding a tab about how to reserve a study room, as I don't see that on here.
   - I really like it! I wish that the general search function for the library website connected to it, however. That search engine is not great.
   - I think overall it is well done! It populates topics while you type, which is nice since it helps prompt me to think about other questions I may have had.
   - Since I searched for study rooms it would have been helpful to know how to reserve one. The search functionality works reasonably well.
   - Gave me relevant results but not 100% what I was looking for. I would say that the functionality is good, but could be better.
   - It seems very functional and straight to the point. I appreciated that there were links provided.
● Good, can add more content on how to reserve study rooms, check what tech is available (e.g. what kinds of chargers)
● The search page brings up a good variety of sources and recommendations on fixing the issue.
● The recent FAQ’s seems to be another page for "Popular FAQ's". It would be great if there are more remote based questions on the FAQ page to accommodate the current learning situation
● The Ask Us page is easy to use and it's nice that there are common FAQs already on the page.
● I feel like it's really useful.
● Great! My first result was on-topic and informative, even including links to troubleshooting and a how-to video.
● The search bar (where it says "How do I access e-reserves?") implies that you have to enter a specific question in order to get results, so I would suggest making it clearer that you can type in keywords to still get answers to the question. I would also suggest displaying the list of topics on the "Ask Us" Page, so users could just click on the topic to find a question.
● Very simple and easy to use
● When I entered the word "print" on the search bar, I only got 3 out of 5 results, which had the searched word "print" within them.
● maybe show all the FAQs on this page, like having several pages for the FAQ
● When I searched for the word lending I was not able to get any results. I was expecting to be shown results referring to the new COVID-19 policy on lending, how it is carried out e.t.c
● When I typed in "How can I check out a book," the question was not answered in the search results, although similar questions were answered.

4. Write the name of the 1st entry you identified here:

● How do I request library instruction?
● Can UC San Diego alumni have online access to the databases, e-journals, and e-books from the library? Can I check out a physical book that is also in HathiTrust ETAS?
● How do I access library resources and databases from off campus?
● My professor gave me a list of articles and chapters to read; how can I find them?
● Where can I return library books?
● "What is a charging locker?"
● How do I request library instruction?
● May I get a scan of a book chapter or article emailed to me?
● How do I put an item on reserve for a course?
● Where can I find the Dr. Suess Collections?
● How do I see what books I have checked out?
● How can I find my Library barcode number?
● My professor gave me a list of articles and chapters to read; how can I find them?
● Why do I have a charge on my account? How do I appeal the fine?
● Why do I have a charge on my account? How do I appeal the fine?
● How do I renew my books?
● I think most entries are clear enough
● Where can I return Library Books?
● How do I renew my books?

5. Offer your suggestions for improving this entry.

● While it does take the user directly to the form, those using the FAQ may not be sure exactly what that is or what it would be used for. A bit more info on what Library instruction and what the form is for could be useful.
● I have no improvements!
I think this can be confusing in terms of students thinking this may be connected with the curbside pick up program. I have not heard of HathiTrust ETAS before, and when I first saw this, I thought it was directly connected to the curbside pick up program, and upon first glimpse it made it seem as if no physical lending is going on.

It was actually fine but I remember when I had to set up the VPN during spring quarter for DOC I got confused. maybe shorten the text a little bit; this is slightly convoluted

Include visual of locations on a map!

Specify if these are still available to use when Geisel has not been (fully?) reopened.
What exactly is "library instruction"? Maybe elaborate or reword for clarity.

There is just a simple typo at the end of the instructions stating to use UC elinks for items "we do no own". I'm assuming this meant to say "we do not own".

Adding picture reference could help when giving instructions on how to do something and resolve some confusion that may surface.

The site mentioned the Seuss Room but didn't say where exactly in the library it's located.

Is it possible to change to the student PID? I feel like students don't always have their cards and sometimes after a while the number on the card is rubbed off too. Unlike the PID the 14 digit code is rarely used.

Specify that, on the UC San Diego app, the Library barcode number is the same as "Student ID."

I'm not really sure if you can physically go to the Research Assistant Desk during this pandemic, and not sure if all the services listed are remote. It should be clear and give options for in-person services (if any) and also include remote services.

Make these 2 questions into separate tabs.

A list of fines and its details should be linked.

List details of each procedure of renewing the books instead of just writing the general direction for readers to locate.

This is just something with the FAQ page in general. I think it might be more effective to have drop-down boxes for the answer to the FAQs rather than connecting to an entirely new page.

Provide a link directing to the exact page where you renew your book, rather than a link to just the library website.

6. Write the name of the 2nd entry you identified here:

I've looked through all the other pages and they all look good.

How do I figure out where to find this article?

How do I request library instruction?

Where can I return Library Books?

How do I put an item on reserve for a course?

Where can I print outside of the Library?

"Where can I find the Dr. Seuss Collections?"

May I get a scan of a book chapter or article emailed to me?

How do I access library resources and databases from off campus?

May I get a scan of a book chapter or article emailed to me?

Is the Library offering curbside pickup?

How do I access library resources and databases from off campus?

Can students at other UCs use the UC San Diego Library?

How do I see what books I have checked out?

Where can I find a Photo Kiosk

How do I see what books I have checked out?

My professor gave me a list of articles and chapters to read; how can I find them?

How do I request library instruction?

How do I see what books I have checked out?
7. Offer your suggestions for improving this entry.

- I was able to understand what each one meant.
- Very helpful! I liked that it mentioned the VPN which some students are unfamiliar with.
- I am not too sure what 'library instruction' is, even after clicking on the link to reserve a time. Is it to make an appointment to get assistance with a librarian for research? I would recommend writing a small explanation of what library instruction means to help clear up this confusion.
- I actually wanted to say this entry is very thorough. I appreciate it.
- Change the name reserve to something more recognizable.
- Include another entry about printing in the Library and the availability of this service during COVID-19. Specify if it is available for public viewing during this unprecedented time.
- The text says to click on a "WE CAN SCAN" link that is not present. However, there is a red emergency banner that takes you to another webpage to read where and how to scan. Linking to that webpage might be easier.
- I think it would be helpful to showcase an image of what the VPN would look like when in use. There's a typo "do no own" instead of "do not own".
- It's well explained but it would be nice for a new title to be called "Can I check out books during covid?" which would help people know that they can check out books.
- I feel like it's good enough however I never used an off-campus VPN but since there's a thumbs down maybe it's hard.
- Maybe should be a separate entry, but clarifying whether other UCs provide resources for UC San Diego students would be helpful.
- I think it would be more helpful with visual instructions showing the library website (or roger) step-by-step and with arrows pointing at where to click. I suggest including both PC and mobile tutorials.
- Add a "?” to the sentence.
- Where to find the 14 digit campus ID card number.
- I think it should list the location of the Research Assistance Desk and the Email or links which can provide appointment service with the Librarians.
- Just the Suggestion I had above about the drop-down menu. I appreciate that the answers are concise and to the point.
- This link to this page did not work for me.

8. What major, discipline, or area of interest did you use?

- Literature: Writing
- Climate and atmospheric sciences
- Biology
- Cognitive Science
- Architecture
- Biology
- Education Studies
- Computer Science
- Psychology
- Psychiatry
- Psychology
- Biology
- Computer Science
- Ecology
- Chemistry
- Public Health
9. What is the name of the subject specialist librarian for this area?

- Nina Mamikunian
- Amy Butros
- Jenny Reiswig
- Tamara Rhodes
- Laura Schwarz
- Jenny Reiswig
- Lisa Friedman
- Deborah Kegel
- Tamara Rhodes
- Bredny Rodriguez
- Tamara Rhodes
- Jenny Reiswig
- Deborah Kegel
- Amy Butros
- Teri Vogel
- Karen Heskett
- Adele Barsh
- Sarah Buck Kachaluba
- Teri Vogel
- Jenny Reiswig

10. Write the name of the course guide you reviewed here:

- LTEN 120A: Eighteenth Century Gothic: Home
- GIS & Geospatial Technologies
- Music
- Classical Studies
- Architecture
- Biology
- Cognitive Science
- Computer Science and Electrical Engineering
- Psychology
- Psychology - Test and Measures
- Psychology
- Biology: Home
- Computer Science and Electrical Engineering
- Ecology & Environmental Science
- Chemistry & Biochemistry
- Urban Studies & Planning
- Economics
- chinese studies
- Philosophy
- Ecology and Environmental Science
11. Write one Library service or resource that you learned about from the guide.

- I learned about the The Encyclopedia of Romantic Literature, an online encyclopedia that can be accessed from the library, or using the VPN.
- How to download GIS software
- In the UCSD Roger catalog, there are study scores available for different genres of music such as opera, quartets, and more! I also learned that the Music Scores Collection is located in the Geisel Library West Wing 1st Floor, which I did not previously know.
- Loeb Classical Library
- Links to external websites curated by the library, making them easy to find
- When looking for scientific papers, I learned that there are a wide variety of databases to search outside of Pubmed, such as the BIOSIS Citation Index.
- Different resources to create and store citations. It had a very helpful chart in comparing different resources such as Zotero and Endnote showcasing different features and its cost.
- Access to all O'Reilly for Higher Education books
- This guide had page setup to aid in creating citations and I wish I had known about it earlier for my first year. I learned that the library has a textbook focused on test and measures in research
- The course guide helps me find books and e-books that are related to psychology, there are a variety of books covering different topics in psych.
- Roger: The UC San Diego Library Catalog
- Inspec indexes journal articles about the discipline.
- Encyclopedia of Biodiversity
- Ability to browse numerous science journals
- I learned that there was general statistical sources listed that can be used for data.
- I can use CEIC data to explore real-time economic data.
- san diego circuit
- Electronic Enlightenment - This is a database that recorded conversations between famous philosophers and writers and their friends and acquaintances. It is an interesting thing to document, it seems intrusive but at the same time I know that it has given a lot of insight into the writers thinking way beyond what their book provides.
- Roger

12. Did you get a chat response in an acceptable timeframe?

- Yes 100% 20
- No 0% 0

13. Was your question answered to your satisfaction or referred effectively to another appropriate individual for resolution?

- Yes 90% 18
- No 10% 2

14. Based on this experience, how easy was the chat service to use?

- Extremely easy 70% 14
- Somewhat easy 20% 4
- Neither easy nor difficult 5% 1
- Somewhat difficult 5% 1
- Extremely difficult 0% 0
15. Would you recommend the chat service to a friend or fellow student?

- Yes 95% 19
- Maybe 5% 1
- No 0% 0

16. Comment on any other aspects of the chat service or functionality.

- I mean the big ones are ease of use, timeliness, and getting informational answers, and it hit all those points. x
- I really appreciated how fast that I got a response back. Furthermore, I really like that you can email a transcript of the message to your email, so you can keep the information/resources that you just discussed! I also got the opportunity to talk to a librarian from out of state (which is really cool!) and she was really helpful!
- I think I somehow disconnected from the chat after I closed the pop up window and I don't know why. Maybe some clarification on what connected/disconnected means would be helpful.
- Likely the most useful feature on this site
- It's great that there are librarians from other locations to respond to your question, but if a question is UCSD specific, it might be more efficient to direct it to a UCSD Library staff member. Overall, chat response time was short and it was intuitive to use!
- It was nice to see a follow-up chat saying "sorry for the delay." Even though I was not waiting for more than a few minutes, it was nice to know that my question was submitted and will be responded to ASAP.
- The response time was very fast (within 5 seconds)
- The response was not as quick as I anticipated, but I liked how the "submit your question" link appeared after a while of waiting. I asked how I could check out books if I live off campus, and if ebooks were available. The question was answered, but I hoped that a link would be provided to give more info on how I could access the ebooks.

17. Select the "Info for...New Users" link in the lower right of the Ask Us page. Thinking about when you were new to UC San Diego and to the UCSD Library, offer one or more suggestions for improving the content, format, or functionality of the New Users page.

- It's an incredibly antiquated need, but one that I once found myself needing to use and didn't know the library had it, so I would put somewhere on there that there is a fax machine that the students can use in Geisel.
- What are the hours? What are the library policies?
- I think one thing that would be nice to add to this section would be a general floor layout of at least the 1st and 2nd floor, that way if a new student were to look this up on their phone for instance, they would have an idea where to go in the library before they even visit!
- Maybe put all the questions at the top and when you click on one you are then directed to that section of the page.
- Maybe change the font and use bolding to make key terms easier to see
- Include a section about navigating the physical location of the Library - where it is relative to campus, what each floor represents (i.e. silent vs. collaborative), etc. - Format might be more effective as a drop down menu
- There is a line missing to separate 2 different sections/questions. Everything looks very clear and concise.
- Mention what services are or aren't available due to COVID-19. Also mention some licenses or software that students have access to.
- I think it would be helpful to have a couple pictures showcasing how the areas tend to look.
- The only suggestion I have isn't to improve the content, but I feel like this page shouldn't be hidden in the bottom right corner of a FAQ page. Instead, it should be somewhere that new students could find easily as they are not familiar with the school websites. This could be the home page, or other sources (webreg or MyTritonLink for example) that will link to this page so that it can be easily found
The "New to the Library?" was easy to read but the "Info for...New Users" is a little hidden and might not be seen. I feel like all the resources that I personally used were listed.

Adding sub-questions to break up the information might make the answers easier to process visually.

Hmm... maybe I would suggest a glossary? New users might not know what a "reserve" or "database" is for example. Maybe new users could be able to hover over key words like that and have definitions appear over it.

What types of rooms does Geisel or BioMed provide? Like quiet room vs talking aloud rooms where anyone is allowed

Library-Hosted Events

Use more vivid images or graphical visualization instead of FAQ format in words.

Maybe more graphics on this page

Considering the times, I suggest updating this information with the new COVID-19 guidelines, which resources are open and closed. It might be nice to have a section dedicated to it on this page.

Maybe include a section talking about events the library hosts and links on how to stay updated

18. You can see features on the Ask Us page that allow you to contact the Library by chat, phone (numbers at the bottom of the page), or email ("Ask Us A Question" link at the right). Which of these would be your typically preferred method of asking a question of Library staff or of seeking Library assistance?

- Phone, because I would think that would lead to my answer being, uh, answered the quickest. chat or email
- I would say I would use the emailing method for longer, more in depth questions or multiple questions of the same subject since it would allow me the time to fully think about what I want to say. I would likely use the chat/phone option if I have a quick question or question that is more time sensitive.
- Probably by chat
- Chat
- I'd probably use chat or phone.
- I would call the numbers provided depending on the type of support I need.
- Email
- I would prefer to seek assistance through email or the chat.
- By chat
- I would probably use the email option when seeking Library assistance.
- I would probably just use the ask a question link.
- I would prefer email.
- I would use email
- Phone or email. During COIVD I would immediately go to email because I feel like no one is present to answer phones right now.
- Chat
- Chat
- Chat
- Contacting by email would be my preferred method.
- I would prefer chat and phone.

19. Why would you typically prefer this method of contact?

- See above.
- I don't want to talk on the phone. I would choose chat if I needed something immediately and email if the request wasn't time sensitive and was more lengthy.
- I overall like the chat option the best because it seems to give the best of both worlds: the ability to think about what you are going to say (like an email), while also getting a prompt reply (like a phone call).
- It seems to have the fastest response time
I will be able to get a quick response and I personally prefer not to talk verbally when possible. These options make me feel like I'd get a faster response, especially for logistical questions like Library hours. Email makes me feel as if it will take longer to respond to in comparison to a phone call.

Emailing seems less intrusive and is easier of a method of initiating communication than a chat or phone call. I prefer not to have a phone call with someone and just explain what is going on by typing it out. Chatting doesn't require me to talk and it's less intimidating to message across chat.

I might have a quick question and no time to be on the phone and potentially be put on hold. I'm also more comfortable with emails rather than phone calls.

Yes, I would.

I would prefer this message since it is a way to contact a UC San Diego Librarian but might be quicker than making a phone call.

I like email because most of my questions are non-urgent, and I would like to think that staff are not being put on the spot with a question right away ahaa

Phone is very direct and I can be assured that I will get an answer back almost immediately. Email is a good option for COVID.

It feels less formal than having to write an email.

It can offer a quicker answer and also avoid embarrassing language-speaking barriers for new international students.

It is easy and fast

This can be because I know that I am connecting with someone who can solve my problem as opposed to contacting others through chat and phone.

It is more convenient and the responses are quicker.

20. Offer any additional comments on the overall layout, display, content, or functionality of the Ask Us page.

The ask us page is very sleek and simple, something you want out of an Ask Us page. I think it works well as is, but I'm also sure my fellow LSAC members have put forth some smart ideas for it as well.

I really like it! I think this should be more prominent in the library home website.

Overall I think it has a nice layout with a lot of great information! One idea that may be nice is to have like a 'tutorial' of how to use the page; for instance, I like the layout of this survey since it directed me where to go for all the resources this page has to offer, so maybe writing out these 'directions' under a 'get started' tab or even creating a short intro video of all the resources available on this page and how to find them would be nice.

I would change the colors and fonts to make the page look a bit more exciting.

Home page of Ask Us page has a great format and functionality, but pages that are linked (i.e. "Info for New Users") could be refined.

It looks great! I love the right side of the page with the chat and contact information.

It looks good!

I think it's very functional and easy to follow.

I actually really like it.

The links on the right side could be reorganized. For example, the "Course and Subject Guides" and the "Info for..." sections could be highlighted a bit more, with headings like "Contact Us" and "Chat" have.

The "Info for . . ." section just seems too hidden and I feel like it's easily to be glanced over to a new user. NA

The only comment I have is on the content. I noticed that on the FAQ some of the questions are not being updated with the COVID-guidelines as well. I imagine that it will be taxing to go through and update all of them. Can there be an FAQ asking for COVID changes or guidelines where the person is referred to the library COVID page.

Make the side bar have a bigger font or more colors to make it more visible.
I. Members were thanked for their participation with the October LSAC activities and invited to send questions, feedback, or comments about the Library from other students or student councils to Kymberly Goodson at any time (lsac@ucsd.edu).

II. Newsletter Feedback Results: The November newsletter asked members their preference for the reservation period for reservations at the BLB Study Space. 10 members responded, with them overwhelmingly agreeing that the 2-hour maximum reservation period at the Biomedical Library Building’s individual study space should be increased: 50% of respondents support increasing the reservation period to up to 3 hours, 40% support increasing to up to 4 hours, and 10% support leaving the period at 2 hours.

I. Required Activity 1: Members were asked to complete the 2nd part of the Get-To-Know-Each-Other activity that was begun at the October meeting. Members viewed each other’s profiles to become familiar with their LSAC peers and then contacted and interviewed another student member.

III. Required Activity 2: Members were asked to explore the Library’s Digital Collections. Within the Digital Collections, members were to find an image about their discipline or college, or one that spoke to them for another reason. After downloading the chosen image and loading it to Padlet, members added a brief explanation of why the image interests them. Members selected images on subjects ranging from residence halls and apartments to cultural celebrations and items made in the Digital Media Lab, showcasing the wealth of images available in the resource.

IV. Required Activity 3: Members were asked complete all 10 brief surveys about current Library services that comprise this year’s Geisel After Dark event, held virtually this year rather than in person. Individual survey topics included Curbside Pickup, Scanning Service, Virtual Library Tour, Course Reserves, Library COVID Services Page, LinkedIn Learning, Tech Lending Program, Library Help Center, Library Subject Specialists, and COVID Impact: Student Check-In. Although held virtually this year, Geisel After Dark remained a successful event for the Library. 18 LSAC members completed the 10 surveys offered during this virtual event. In total, 163 participants completed at total of 1,055 surveys. A detailed breakdown of total surveys completed per topic are below:

- Curbside Pickup – 153
- Scanning Service – 95
- Virtual Library Tour – 96
- Course Reserves – 95
- Library COVID Services Page – 115
- LinkedIn Learning – 99
- Tech Lending Program – 100
- Library Help Center – 98
- Library Subject Specialists – 105
- COVID Impact: Student Check-In – 99
V. **Optional but Requested Activity 4:** Members that had used the **BLB Student Study Space** since it opened on October 19, 2020 were asked to complete **this survey** about their experience to help the Library further refine the space and its policies to suit student needs. As of 12/2/20, 65 respondents, including 1 LSAC member, have provided this feedback. 1 of those 65 respondents was an LSAC member. The BLB Study Space survey remains open, so additional LSAC and non-LSAC respondents may offer additional feedback as they experience the space.

VI. **Library News:** *Please share with constituent groups and other interested parties*
- October LSAC minutes are available [online](#).
- Join the Library for our 7th annual Geisel After Dark event. This year the Library is hosting a virtual version of our pinnacle event, available online from **Wednesday, November 4, 2020, through Monday, November 30, 2020.** Participants who complete our virtual survey cards will be entered into weekly raffle drawings for an e-gift card. Encourage your friends to participate and for a chance to win. Visit [Geisel After Dark 2020](#) for more details.
- New ‘Here to Help’ Video: Learn more about currently available Library services in this short [video](#).
- [Geisel Library took home](#) the American Institute of Architects, San Diego Chapter (AIA SD) Legacy Award; this prestigious award recognizes iconic architectural works in San Diego that were built at least 25 years ago and celebrates the architects responsible for each building’s majesty—in our case, William Pereira and Associates.
- Explore the vast wealth of the Library’s [Digital Collections](#).
- New Geisel Historical Timeline Video: This new [video](#) mimics the entries included on the [historical timeline](#) featured on our 50th Anniversary microsite (hashtag #Geisel50!)
- Learn more about Geisel Library’s [50th anniversary](#) by reading [this article](#) from the Fall 2020 issue of *Triton Magazine*.
- View the Library’s [October 2020](#) and [November 2020](#) e-newsletters.
- See interviews of the University Librarian, Erik Mitchell, with UC San Diego Athletics and for a Return to Learn Q&A.
- **Cool job alert! Student Job Opportunity:** The Communications & Engagement team at the UC San Diego Library is looking for a Graphic Design Assistant. Ideal candidates will have experience working with Adobe Creative Cloud and be proficient at creating modern graphics to support the C&E department’s various initiatives (events, exhibits, and programming). This exciting opportunity will help the candidate get better acquainted with the vast resources at the Library, while gaining valuable experience in marketing communications. Those interested in applying can search [https://career.ucsd.edu/](https://career.ucsd.edu/) for job #4121532, and can direct any questions to ucsdlibrary@ucsd.edu.

II. Next remote and asynchronous LSAC “meeting” is **January 19, 2021**; the agenda and assignments will be distributed on that date.

Enjoy the Thanksgiving holiday!
Best wishes with mid-terms and finals!
I. After wishing LSAC members a happy 2021, the Library shared that welcome news that it has hired its new Associate University Librarian, Dani Cook, who joined the UC San Diego Library team from UC Riverside’s Library.

II. LSAC members were reminded that they may send any questions, feedback, or comments about the Library from other students or student councils to lsac@ucsd.edu at any time.

III. **Newsletter Feedback Results:** The December newsletter asked members for the times, during an average academic week, that they would be most likely to contact Library staff for assistance by chat. We received a total of 26 unique responses, the results of which are below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response Option</th>
<th>Number Selecting This Option</th>
<th>Percent Selecting This Option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7-10am</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10am-noon</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noon-3pm</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6pm</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-9pm</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>55.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9pm-midnight</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midnight-7am</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I’m unlikely ever to use chat for Library assistance</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. **Required Activity 1:** LSAC members were asked to watch a brief welcome video from Dani Cook, the Library’s new Associate University Librarian for Learning & User Experience (AUL/LUE), who was hired in December 2020. Leadership of LSAC will eventually return to the AUL position. Dani will use the early months of 2021 to become familiar with how LSAC operates, and will take on a larger role later in the spring term.

V. **Required Activity 2:** LSAC members were asked to complete the Library portion of the campus-wide 2021 Student Satisfaction Survey (SSS), which is live from January 20 to February 17, 2021. While encouraged to select and evaluate as many campus units as they wish, members were required only to complete the Library-specific questions.

VI. **Required Activity 3:** The Data & GIS Lab is the place for the campus community to get specialized, hands-on assistance with data and GIS software. Staff managing the Lab can help users find, manage, analyze, and visualize geospatial, numeric, and textual data. LSAC members were asked to watch a five minute video on the Lab and to peruse the websites below. Members were then asked to provide feedback on Lab services via a brief online survey. 18 LSAC members completed the survey. View the results of the survey here or download them from here.

- Data & GIS Lab (services/software currently available via remote access)
- Digital Media Lab (services currently unavailable due to Geisel Library closure)
- Finding Data & Statistics Guide
- GIS & Geospatial Technologies Guide
VII. **Required Activity 4:** LSAC members were asked to provide feedback via an online survey on the current format of LSAC meetings in the remote environment. A total of 18 LSAC members completed the survey. The survey results reflected the overall efficacy of an asynchronous format, while also noting a desire for options to connect more directly with members. View the results of the survey here.

VIII. **Required Activity 5:** LSAC members were asked to attend at least part of one or more Virtual Study Room sessions and then complete an associated online survey to provide feedback on the offerings. A total of 15 LSAC members attended at least part of a session and completed the survey. The survey results reflected an appreciation for the overall format of the study session, with suggestions for musical options to fit different needs. View the results of the survey here.

IX. **Required Activity 6:** LSAC members were asked to provide feedback via an online survey on their expectations for the Library’s chat services. A total of 16 LSAC members completed the survey. The survey results reflected a preference for support from local UC San Diego service experts. View the results of the survey here.

X. **Library News:** *Please share with constituent groups and other interested parties*
- November LSAC minutes are available online.
- Roger, the Library’s online catalog, will be changing this summer, with a new catalog (local and UC-wide) called UC Library Search launching on July 27, 2021. Watch for more details over the coming months about this exciting change.
- BLB Student Study Space hours are Sunday–Thursday from 10am - 6pm. The reservation period for seats is now 3 hours (formerly 2 hours). BLB hours through Winter 2021 are shown online.
- “Architectural Masterpiece: Paving the Way for the Future”: In this Geisel 50th anniversary signature event, a panel of experts discussed the architectural significance of Geisel Library. See a recording of this event.
- **Turkey Calling Show Recap:** On Nov. 25, the Library hosted a virtual version of its annual event, the Turkey Calling Show. The show, hosted by Scott Paulson, featured a call with a turkey hotline operator, Thanksgiving musical tribute, holiday dances, Thanksgiving books, and a demonstration of turkey calling devices.
- “Library of Dreams” featured in This Week @ UC San Diego: Two UC San Diego music students who were missing campus recently created an album of lo-fi hip hop tracks inspired by each floor of Geisel Library. Read more about how the students developed the project and listen to the full album on all usual platforms, including Spotify, SoundCloud, and Apple Music.
- **Create Your Own Geisel Contest:** As part of Geisel Library’s 50th anniversary celebration, we’re inviting the campus community to tap into their creativity and construct an original expression of the building using any medium they choose. From baking or building to painting, drawing or composing, all artistic forms are welcome. While the entry period is now closed, you may see the entries Facebook or Instagram.

XI. **Next remote and asynchronous LSAC “meeting” is February 16, 2021; the agenda and assignments will be distributed on that date**
I. LSAC members were thanked for their participation in the January 2021 LSAC exercises and for the valuable feedback they provided, including that about the current format of LSAC meetings. While many members indicated missing the discussion and team-building of in-person meetings held prior to March 2020, most acknowledged that meeting live, even remotely, during the COVID circumstances currently in place would be difficult. The majority of members indicated favoring the remote, asynchronous method in use currently for “meetings”, in large part because of the added time allowed to thoughtfully complete the activities, the flexibility of which works well with their busy schedules. For February, the Library incorporated some additional information for members about how the library operates, which some members requested via their January feedback.

II. LSAC members were reminded that they may send any questions, feedback, or comments about the Library from other students or student councils to lsac@ucsd.edu at any time.

III. Newsletter Feedback Results: The February newsletter asked members about the computer offerings at the BLB Student Study Space. 9 LSAC members responded thus far, the results of which are below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Additional PC computers should be made available</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Additional Mac computers should be made available</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Additional PC &amp; Mac computers should be made available</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. No change is needed: the current number is sufficient</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. I am unlikely to use the computer workstations at BLB</td>
<td>44.4%</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Required Activity 1: LSAC members were asked to submit a photo of themselves in the space where they spend the most time studying while distance/remote learning. Members were also asked to include 2-3 sentences to describe their primary study space (location, vibe, amenities, etc.), and to indicate the greatest challenge they’ve faced in using this study space, as opposed to those favored pre-COVID, if the pre-COVID and current locations were different. Submitted photos were used to make a collage of LSAC members to serve as the Council’s “group photo” for this year.

V. Required Activity 2: LSAC members were asked to review the most recent De-Stress Publication from the Library, as well as one from each of the previous terms (Spring, Summer, and Fall of 2020) and then to complete a survey on the publications. 17 members completed this activity. The majority felt that the tool was effective in lowering stress levels and would appreciate its continued publication to support students. Members also shared some great ideas for future engagement activities. Complete survey results can be found here.

VI. Required Activity 3: In lieu of visiting the Library’s Special Collections & Archives (SC&A), LSAC members were asked to learn more about the unit by watching this video that introduces its offerings, policies, and some of its staff. Members were encouraged to consider visiting SC&A once Geisel Library has reopened, should its collections be useful to support any coursework or other academic
pursuits. And in the meantime, members were reminded to explore SC&A’s extensive online offerings described in the video.

VII. Results from LSAC’s January survey on the current format of LSAC meetings showed that most members joined LSAC in order to learn more about the Library, share information about the Library with student peers, represent the campus’ student body, and offer feedback to improve and enhance Library services and operations. Most indicated that they’ve been able to achieve these personal goals throughout this year, despite the unusual meeting circumstances. For the February meeting, the following activities were intended to support LSAC member aspirations to learn more about how a large, university library functions and to meet more Library employees.

A. Required Activity 4: LSAC members were asked to review the Library’s leadership organizational chart. They were then provided a more detailed list, with associated links, of library services offered to help them learn more about how the Library is organized and what it offers. Members were then asked to mark the positions and/or services they would like to learn more about. Members could select as many as desired, and could indicate any specific questions or information they’d like from each area. The Library will attempt to share more information about those most frequently chosen in a later LSAC meeting. 13 members completed this activity. The majority of members showed interest in learning more about the following: 1) the position of the University Librarian, 2) student spaces in the Library, 3) student employment, and 4) the overall workings of collection development and management. Complete survey results can be found here.

B. Required Activity 5: The Library’s 2020-2022 strategic priorities guide much of the work across the Library; LSAC members were asked to read about them here. The Library is currently planning for a process to review and update these priorities for the next several years. In addition to the broad priorities linked here, the Library has been undertaking a variety of high-level, library-wide projects over recent years. LSAC members were asked to review the summaries of these select initiatives and offer any questions or comments about them, which the Library will try to address in a future LSAC meeting or newsletter. 13 members completed this activity. Members shared appreciation for all of the Library’s strategic priorities, and were particularly hopeful about the Open Access initiative. Complete survey results can be found here.

VIII: Library News: Please share with constituent groups and other interested parties.

- January LSAC minutes are available online.
- BLB Student Study Space hours are Sunday–Thursday from 10am - 6pm, with reservations required (available for up to 3 hours). BLB hours through Winter and Spring 2021 are shown online.
- New LibGuide to Support Craft Center: The reimagined Craft Center will be offering creative classes to the community in the near future. As a means to support the work of the Craft Center instructors and students, Visual Arts Librarian Laura Schwartz developed a Craft Center LibGuide.
- A Conversation with Kevin Young: The next 50th anniversary signature event on Wednesday, February 24 features poet, author, and director of the Smithsonian’s National Museum of African American History and Culture, Kevin Young. The discussion will explore Young’s career, including his most recent work, “African American Poetry: 250 Years of Struggle and Song.” Click here to register.
- Love & Break-Up Letters to the Library: This year the Library is hosting a virtual version of its Letters to the Library activity, available online from Monday, February 1 through Sunday, February 28, 2021. Do you love our online services? Do you wish we offered more? Do you miss something you formerly used from the Library? Write and tell us what is working for you during remote learning, or why you need to end this long-distance relationship. Multiple raffles among respondents will provide the chance to win a $25 e-gift card! See the webpage for inspiration to ignite your creativity.
- UCNetwork Staff Spotlight: This feature highlights the Library’s very own Scott Paulson’s four decades at UC San Diego and his work as the campus carillonneur.
- A follow-up message from Data & GIS Lab staff regarding 3D printing services and questions received after the January 2021 LSAC meeting:
Unfortunately, DML staff are working from home, and most of its student lab assistants are currently living in their home towns, and we can’t leave 3D printers running unattended for days at a time. As far as we know, no one else is offering 3D printing on campus either at this time. We can, however, help users prep models for third party printing services. Contact the DML for assistance or more information (DML@ucsd.edu).

IX. **No meeting in March.** Enjoy spring break! The next remote and asynchronous LSAC “meeting” is **April 20, 2021**; the agenda and assignments will be distributed on that date.
Library Student Advisory Council  
April 20, 2021 [meeting/activities held remotely and asynchronously due to COVID-19 closure]

April 20, 2021 Minutes

I. LSAC members were thanked for their participation in the February 2021 LSAC exercises and for the valuable feedback they provided, despite that being a very busy time of the quarter. Members were reminded that only 2 LSAC meetings remain for this year, and to be sure to complete all April activities and to forward the April minutes on to their constituent groups and/or student peers right away.

II. LSAC members were reminded that they may send any questions, feedback, or comments about the Library from other students or student councils to lsac@ucsd.edu at any time.

III. Newsletter Feedback Results: The March newsletter asked members about the ‘Request’ feature in the online catalog. 9 LSAC members responded, with the results shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Users can request that UC San Diego Library items listed as “Available” in the online catalog be made available for pickup through the Campus Curbside location. To submit requests, locate the desired item and click its ‘Request’ link. Are you familiar with this ‘Request’ feature?</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Yes, I am familiar with the ‘Request’ feature, and have used it to submit pickup requests</td>
<td>11.1% (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Yes, I am familiar with the ‘Request’ feature, but have not yet used it</td>
<td>66.7% (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. No, I wasn’t aware of the ‘Request’ feature, but might use it in the future</td>
<td>22.2% (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. No, I wasn’t aware of the ‘Request’ feature, and am unlikely to request items for pickup</td>
<td>0.0% (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Required Activity 1: To support the Library’s outreach activities, members were asked to imagine that they’ve been hired to join the Communications & Engagement (C&E) team at the UC San Diego Library! The C&E team directs and oversees all Library branding and messaging, publications, and external communications. Its goal is to promote and increase awareness of the value and impact of Library services, resources, and activities. Members’ first assignment on the job was to highlight library resources they believe are essential to student success. Members were provided some examples and then chose one resource to highlight and wrote a 100-200 word promotional blurb about it for the Library’s Welcome Week newsletter. They could select a physical item from the Library’s collection, an electronic resource to which the Library subscribes, a database or research tool, a physical location or service they’ve used, a de-stress offering, equipment or software, or anything else provided by the Library of which they think new students should be aware. Their goal was to convince users that the highlighted resource would be beneficial to them and supportive of their academic goals. 10 members wrote blurbs that we will use to promote the Library’s resources in the future. Click here to see the great submissions we received.

V. Required Activity 2: As the Library prepares for an eventual return to greater in-person services, likely in Fall 2021, members were asked to reflect on services and spaces of highest priority for their learning needs - particularly if not ALL Library services and spaces can initially return to their pre-COVID state. Members expressed their highest priority needs in a survey, to inform our planning for what services and spaces might be possible for Fall 2021 and beyond, while following all county and campus health guidelines. 14 members completed the survey. You may be surprised to see what services and spaces they considered most essential. Click here to view the complete survey results.
VI. **Required Activity 3:** A February 2021 survey of LSAC members showed they had an interest in learning more about the preservation of and care for library materials. Members were asked to view this presentation, prepared by Jack Neves from the Library’s Preservation Unit, as well as the 3 videos within it, to learn more on this topic.

VII. **Required Activity 4:** In late July, the Library will transition from its current online catalog and integrated library system to a completely new system, which will unify systems and catalogs across all University of California Libraries. As the UC San Diego-specific “Roger” catalog is sunsetted, as well as the UC-wide “Melvyl” union catalog, the new “UC Library Search” will take their place as our online catalog. To more information about this new and exciting system, members were asked to watch this video to introduce them to UC Library Search. After watching the video, members were asked a few questions about the forthcoming tool to help the Library determine which features would most appeal to students, the results of which are shown below.

![Bar Chart](chart1.png)

**Which of the following services do you use more than once per quarter?**
- Roger, the UC San Diego library catalog: 7 (50%)
- Melvyl, the UC union catalog: 1 (7.1%)
- UC-eLinks, the way to find full text to articles from databases: 8 (57.1%)
- Interlibrary loan, the way to request books or articles that U:
- I do not use any of these tools: 2 (14.3%)

![Pie Chart](chart2.png)

**What feature are you most excited about in the new discovery tool, UC Library Search?**
- Login to Library Account using Single Sign-On: 28.6%
- Finding items not owned by UC San Diego in the same system: 14.3%
- Easily requesting items from other UCs using Single Sign-On: 7.1%
- Being able to search for articles and books in the same system: 42.9%
- Using your student ID as your library card at another UC campus: 0%

![Bar Chart](chart3.png)

**What other features excite you about UC Library Search and could be used to market this new tool to students?**
- Login to Library Account using Single Sign-On: 8 (57.1%)
- Finding items not owned by UC San Diego in the same system: 8 (57.1%)
- Easily requesting items from other UCs using Single Sign-On: 10 (71.4%)
- Being able to search for articles and books in the same system: 6 (42.9%)
- Using your student ID as your library card at another UC campus: 9 (64.3%)
VIII. **Required Activity 5:** The Library’s Tech Lending Program (TLP) was created to help users who occasionally need specific items, such as laptop chargers or cable adapters, while studying or completing coursework at the Library. The Library offers a wide range of items, from whiteboards and markers to chargers and graphing calculators. The full list can be found [here](#). Members were surveyed about their use of this program and about items they would like made available for use in the library. 14 members completed the survey and prioritized items they believed to be useful. To review the complete survey results [here](#) to find out which three items were voted of most and least value.

VIII: **Library News:**
- **February LSAC minutes** are available [online](#).
- **BLB Student Study Space** hours are Sunday–Thursday from 10am-6pm, with reservations required (available for up to 3 hours). BLB hours through Spring 2021 are shown [online](#).
  - **More Open Seats at BLB & New Power Packs Available:** 29 additional individual study seats on BLB’s 2nd floor are now available for reservation. All the seats remain physically distanced. As these additional seats have no power outlets, self-serve portable power-packs are available for users from the BLB Front Desk. Users can pick up a pack when they arrive, and return it to an adjacent bin at the desk as they leave. The packs are not to leave the building.
  - **Change to Reservations Policies:** To offer greater flexibility for users, the number of reservations allowed in the BLB Study Space each day has been increased to two per user.
- Please see this [additional update](#) on the Library’s forthcoming catalog change. Further details and updates can be found on this [website](http://lib.ucsd.edu/uc-library-search).
- Read the winning letters and all other responses submitted for our annual **Love Letters & Break-Up Letters to the Library** initiative in February. See what your fellow students have been missing the most about the Library while they are studying remotely!
- Submit a Short Story for **Short Tales from the Mothership**! The Library’s annual Short Tales from the Mothership event invites participants to submit a sci-fi, fantasy, or horror story of 250 words or fewer to Scott Paulson by **April 27**. In celebration of Geisel Library’s 50th anniversary, stories should incorporate a reference to “50” or “50th.” At the virtual event on **May 4**, you will have the opportunity to read your story or have someone read it aloud for you. For more information, [click here](#).
- Nominate a book for **One Book, One San Diego**! This community book club, which aims to bring the San Diego community together by reading and discussing the same book, is administered by KPBS with participation from San Diego’s many community and academic libraries, including the UC San Diego Library. The deadline to nominate is **May 5**. If you have any questions about the program, contact Scott Paulson.
- **UC Reaches Landmark Open Access Agreement with Elsevier:** After over two years of negotiation, UC reached a [transformative open access (OA) agreement with Elsevier](#), the world’s largest academic publisher. The new four-year agreement went into effect April 1, 2021, restoring UC’s direct online access to Elsevier journals, while accomplishing the university’s two goals for all publisher agreements: Enabling universal open access to all UC research and containing the excessively high costs associated with licensing journals. [More information about the agreement](#).

IX. The next remote and asynchronous LSAC “meeting” is **May 18, 2021**, which will be the last LSAC meeting of the year; the agenda and assignments will be distributed on that date.
Library Student Advisory Council
May 18, 2021 [meeting/activities held remotely and asynchronously due to COVID-19 closure]

May 18, 2021 Minutes

I. LSAC members were thanked for their participation with the April 2021 LSAC activities and for all that they've offered of themselves over the year. The Library expressed its hope that members enjoyed both supporting the Library and learning more about Library staff, operations, and services.

II. LSAC members were reminded to forward the minutes from the last meeting and newsletter, as well as the forthcoming May LSAC minutes, to their constituent groups and/or student peers.

III. LSAC members were alerted to send any questions, feedback, or comments about the Library from other students or student councils to the Library at any time (lsac@ucsd.edu).

IV. Newsletter Feedback Results: The May newsletter asked members about the past and current use of Library services. 9 LSAC members responded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thinking about your past and current use of Library services, which of the following services have you used the most?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. San Diego Circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Interlibrary Loan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Scan this chapter/article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Roger Request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Tech Lending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Curbside Pickup</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. The Library truly does take student feedback seriously and incorporates it into Library planning and decision-making. Below is a selection of Library decisions that were informed by feedback from LSAC this year:

- Changed hours of BLB Study Space; expanded hours for BLB Study Space during 10th and Finals Weeks; expanded BLB Study Space reservation period from 2 hours to 3 hours and then from 1 to 2 reservations per day
- Added and updated FAQs on Ask Us webpage; updated functional elements of Ask Us webpage
- Created a “Here to Help” video to better relay currently available Library services
- Adjusted Chat Service so it more often connects with a local UC San Diego Library employee
- In terms of service offerings and outreach efforts, the Library prioritized some of its services LSAC members indicated they missed the most
- Tailored outreach messaging and communication approaches with a student perspective in mind
- Solidified continuance of student de-stress activities in response to your positive comments and refined these offerings, such as the virtual study rooms, in response to your feedback
- Used your feedback on a variety of topics covered in the Geisel After Dark surveys to enhance those service offerings
- Adjusted agenda topics to include presentations about the preservation of and care for library materials, the role of the University Librarian, and Library student employment
Expanded Tech Lending Program inventory to best meet student needs

VI. **Required Activity 1:** Library representatives on LSAC offered these farewell messages, in appreciation for the service members provided to the group over this year.

VII. **Required Activity 2:** Responses from a survey of LSAC members in February 2021 showed that members wished to learn more about the position of the University Librarian. To this end, members viewed a presentation about his role by Audrey Geisel University Librarian Erik Mitchell.

VIII. **Required Activity 3:** LSAC members were asked to watch a video from staff in the Library’s Business and Employment Services unit to learn more about student employment opportunities in the Library, and the many benefits available to students that work in the Library. Detailed instructions on the application process for student employment in the Library were shared in How to Apply to a Student Position Handout and the Sample Student Job Titles students may see in Handshake. Members were welcomed to contact staff in Business and Employment Services with any additional questions regarding the application process for open student employment positions in the Library.

IX. **Required Activity 4:** LSAC members were asked to read the updates below on study space, group study rooms, and room reservations, then watch the linked video and complete the brief survey.

**Geisel Student Study Space coming soon:** For the summer, the Library is planning for a student study space in a portion of Geisel Library, which should open on June 28. We know that both new and continuing students are eager to “meet” or reconnect with Geisel, and we are pleased to be preparing to welcome you back soon. Capacity and hours will be limited, but reservations will not be required and there will not be a time limit on student use of the available space. Once the Geisel space opens for the summer, the BLB Study Space will close until it reopens in September 2021. Watch for more details on the Library’s COVID Services web page as the June 28 launch date approaches.

**Library reopening for Fall 2021:** We are currently planning for both Library buildings (Geisel and the Biomedical Library Building) to reopen in September. Unless safety measures prevent it, group study rooms will also reopen at that time. When this happens, you’ll use a new and improved system to reserve the rooms (see details below).

**New group study room reservation system for Fall 2021:** Rejoice! Group study rooms will be back at the Library for the 2021 Fall quarter. While you’ve been studying remotely, we’ve been hard at work creating a study room reservation system that will make reserving study space easier. After watching this preview of the improved reservation interface, members shared thoughts through a survey. Initial impressions of the reservation system were very positive. Words used to describe it included helpful, clean, simple, self-explanatory, organized, easy, and intuitive. The majority of the students in this group indicated wanting a study room at a particular time, rather than a particular room or a room in a particular location, though they weren’t asked about this for their use of specific non-study room spaces such as the data-cruncher or DML workstations. Detailed survey results are available here.

X. **Required Activity 5:** Recognition of LSAC members

- The Library extended its thanks to LSAC members for their participation throughout the year. Members were alerted to watch their email for a certificate of participation and a token of the Library’s appreciation for their efforts.
- The Library extended its thanks to LSAC members who completed the majority of the assignments throughout this unusual year (calculated for the 5 meetings between October and April). Dora Ogbonna, Isabelle Krockmal, Leon Lin, and Nikhita Attiganal Jagadeesh were alerted to watch their email accounts for an additional token of appreciation for attending 4 meetings, while Allison Lee, Andrea Sudharta, Christopher Contreras, Cindy Tran, Jennifer Ramirez, Jasmine Law, Leeda Sea, Shelvie Bumanglag, and Varshini Sathish received an additional token for attending all 5 of these 5 meetings.
The Library’s special thanks and recognition was extended to six students who have served on LSAC for multiple, consecutive years:

i. Three years: Leeda Sea, Melissa Heredia, and Shalom Chen

ii. Four years: Allison Lee, Jasmine Law, Winnie Gong

XI. **Required Activity 6**: LSAC members were asked to explore the Library Resources Link in Canvas and to provide feedback (summarized below) through a survey on whether they’ve seen the link, used it, and found the information there helpful. With LSAC feedback in mind, librarians will conduct further outreach regarding the Library Resources link and work to add more relevant content to the Canvas Guides.

![How do you access Library Resources?](chart)

- **Library website**: 15 (100%)
- **Canvas Library Resources link**: 2 (13.3%)
- **A link to a Library guide that my faculty or TA provide me**: 5 (33.3%)

![Are you aware that there is a “Library Resources” link within the Canvas course menu?](chart)

- **Yes**: 80%
- **No**: 20%

Please login to one of your Canvas courses. Click on the Library Resources link. Once you have reviewed the link please select the statement that ... thoughts about the information the link provides.

![Please login to one of your Canvas courses. Click on the Library Resources link. Once you have reviewed the link please select the statement that ... thoughts about the information the link provides.](chart)

- **I’ve used the Library Resources link before to access library resources and...**: 73.3%
- **I’ve never used the Library Resources link before, but now that I know it’s there, I’ll...**: 8%
- **The Library Resources link information wasn’t useful...**: 8%
- **The Library Resources link information wasn’t what I expected and I’d rather ju...**: 8%
- **The Library Resources link wasn’t an option in my course.**: 10%

XII. **Required Activity 7**: 2020-2021 LSAC members who wish to continue their membership next year were instructed to email lsac@ucsd.edu by May 25. Recruitment for additional 2021-2022 LSAC membership will go out in late September or so, and members were encouraged to share that information with friends and student peers. Ten LSAC members indicated their intention to continue on the group for 2021-22.
VIII:  **Library News:**  *Please share with constituent groups and other interested parties.*

- **April LSAC minutes** are available [online](#).
- See [this infographic](#) summarizing participation in and results from the **2021 Student Satisfaction Survey**.
- **BLB Student Study Space** hours are Sunday–Thursday from 10am-6pm through the Spring term. As of mid-May, reservations are no longer required or accepted. The space has been expanded to offer roughly 150 seats, including 24 computers, and is open on a first come, first served basis. BLB hours through Spring 2021 are shown [online](#). Watch for news of the new Geisel Study Space for summer 2021.
- A **Conversation with Min Jin Lee**: Registration is open for the last event in the Geisel Library 50th Anniversary Signature Events series. Join us on **Wednesday, May 26 at 5:30 p.m.** as we honor Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritage Month with a talk featuring New York Times bestselling author Min Jin Lee. Lee’s most notable work, *Pachinko* follows four generations of a Korean immigrant family fighting to control their destiny in 20th-century Japan and explores the intersection of race, ethnicity, immigration, class, religion, gender and identity of a diasporic people.
- “**50 Ways the Library is Sustainable**” was compiled by the Library Sustainability Committee (LSC) to show the Library’s sustainability efforts through the years!
- **LDIC Book Chat: They Called Us Enemy by George Takei**: On **May 25 from 3-4 p.m.**, Library Diversity and Inclusion Committee (LDIC) is sponsoring a book chat featuring this year’s One Book, One San Diego selection, George Takei’s haunting graphic memoir, *They Called Us Enemy*.
- **De-Stress Recipe Contest**: From **May 3, 2021 through May 28, 2021**, recreate a recipe from our De-Stress Stress publication and email a picture of it to LearningSpaces@ucsd.edu for opportunities to win Amazon e-gift cards! [Click here](#) for the full details and recipes.
- **Recap of Short Tales from the Mothership**: Short Tales from the Mothership returned on **Tuesday, May 4**, for a special expedition in honor of Geisel Library’s 50th anniversary. Host Scott Paulson kicked off the event with a musical performance on his harp and theremin, and twenty authors from the university and beyond read their short stories to the audience.

IX.  The 2021-2022 LSAC group will launch in **October 2021**, with its format to be determined over the summer. The Library hopes to see many continuing members on LSAC again next year!